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Abstract—An answer of a learner can be interpreted as a learning evidence for demonstrating the understanding of the learner, while a confidence on the answer represents the belief of the learner as the degree of understanding. In this paper, we propose Kit-Build concept map with confidence tagging. Kit-Build concept map (KB map in short) is a digital tool for supporting a concept map strategy where learners can create the learning evidence, and the instructor can access the correctness and confidence information of learners. The practical uses were conducted for demonstrating the valuable of correctness and confidence information in the lecture classes. The correctness information was visualized in the control classes, while the correctness and confidence information were visualized in the experiment classes. The observed evidence illustrates that the different information was used for selecting and ordering the supplementary content when the system visualized the different information. The normalized learning gains and effect size demonstrate the different learning achievements between control- and experiment- classes. The results suggest that the confidence information of learner affects the instructor behaviors, which is the positive changing behavior for improving the understanding of their learners. The results of questionnaire suggest that the KB map with confidence tagging is an accepted mechanism for representing the learner's understanding and their confidence. The instructors also accepted that the confidence information of learners is valuable information for recognizing the learning situation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Knowledge is invisible, but it is possible to observe its effect. The knowledge is often defined as a belief, which is true and justified, while the certainty is an essential component of knowledge [1]. More discussion about the concept of knowledge was described by Hunt who mentioned that a knowledge measurement requires a measuring of correctness and sureness. The quality of knowledge can be represented by the certainty of the answer such as a learner who is sure on the correct answer and a learner who is not sure on the incorrect answer. Besides, the confidence is essential to influence real-life behavior, many decision-making, and learning processes [2]-[8]. Several researchers mentioned the confidence in the various situations. For instance, the confidence can encourage a deeper understanding of the material [9], and also increase reflection and justification of the answers [10]. Consequently, the answer of learners represents their understanding, and the confidence on their answer indicates the degree of understanding. The answers and its confidence are possible to be utilized as the learning evidence of formative assessment for identifying the information of current learning situation, which the instructor can use to design and provide the feedback as the evidence-based feedback. The value of information will be indicated by an instructor when s/he used the information to provide the feedback for improving learners’ understanding in their class.

The Kit-Build concept map (KB map in short) is a digital tool for supporting a concept map strategy, which can identify the correctness of learners-build concept map based on the instructor-build concept map automatically [11]. The learning goal is represented in the form of a concept map for indicating the expectation of the instructor, which the instructor-build map is called a goal map. Learners can construct the learner maps as the learning evidence by connecting the provided components of concept map (as we called “Kit”) to form each proposition. The Kit is the list of concepts and linking words from a decomposing the goal map. The assessing process of the KB map is to identify the correctness information by using the propositional level exact matching for generating the diagnosis results. The correctness information is available in the diagnosis results, which can be divided into individual-diagnosis results for informing the performance of learners individually and group-diagnosis results for informing an overview of the class. These abilities can help the instructor to reduce the gathering and assessing time instantly. The instructor can use the correctness information in various scenarios such as an intra-class feedback and an inter-class feedback [12], [13]. For instance, the group-diagnosis results identified the incorrect propositions that represent the misunderstanding of the class in only one map. The instructor can find the overview of class easily and prepare to provide the feedback shortly. Accordingly, the ability of the KB map suites to support the instructor for implementing the formative assessment in a classroom situation [14].

In this paper, we propose KB map with confidence tagging for eliciting learning evidence of learners and informing the correctness and confidence information to the instructor. The confidence tagging is integrated into the structuring task of the KB map, which learners can construct the map to represent...
their understanding and identify their confidence on each unit of meaning. A completed proposition, which is able to tag the confidence, comprises one connected linking word between two concepts. The confidence of an answer is simplified in the form of confidence- and unconfidence-value, which the learner can assign to every complete proposition. Thus, the system can elicit learning evidence that includes the understanding of learners and the degree of the understanding in the gathering process. The confidence information of learners is utilized in the diagnosis results of the KB map for visualizing the degree of learner’s understanding. Therefore, we present the practical uses of the KB map with confidence tagging in the classroom situations when the instructors implement the formative assessment in the lecture classes for illustrating the encouragement of correctness and confidence information in their instruction. Five paired classes were conducted in the practical uses, which each paired class was conducted by the same instructor, the same lecture topic, and two different classes. Only the correctness information was provided to the instructors of five control classes as a control group, while both correctness and confidence information were provided to the instructors of five experimental classes as an experiment group.

The investigation procedure focuses on the different behavior of the same instructor when s/he received the different information on the diagnosis results. From this procedure, we assume that the confidence information of learners effects on the supplementary content ordering of the instructor. The actual ordering of supplementary lecture was used as observed evidence to indicate how the instructor used the correctness and confidence information. Moreover, the normalized learning gains of class and the effect size demonstrate the different learning achievement between both groups, which can illustrate that the correctness and confidence based feedback of the experiment group can contribute the improvement of learning achievements better than the correctness based feedback of the control group in several classes. The learners of the experiment group have an ability to discriminate and interpret their understanding between correctness and confidence better than the learners of the control group significantly. Analysis of change of proposition type presents that the unconfident propositions are easier to be changed than the confident proposition. Finally, the questionnaire presents that the KB map with confidence tagging is an accepted mechanism. The learners accepted the mechanism for presenting their understanding as propositions and for tagging their confidence to each proposition. The instructors accepted that the confidence information of learners was the valuable information to identify learning situation and identify the degree of learners’ understanding.

This paper is structured as follows: Section II demonstrates the utilizing of correctness and confidence information for classifying an answer of a learner. The formative assessment in a lecture class for improving the learning achievements, and the KB map for assessing the understanding of learners are also described in this section. Section III presents KB map with confidence tagging, the practical uses of the KB map in a lecture class, and the description of procedure. The results section, outlined in Section IV presents the observed evidence of the instructors and the learning achievements of learners. Section V is the discussion about the effect of confidence information of learners on the instructors’ behavior. Lastly, Section VI is the conclusion of this study.

###  II. BACKGROUND

#### A. An Assessment by using Correctness and Confidence

The confidence was used to ensure the performance of learning outcomes as the quality of knowledge or the actual performance [15] as one of assessment criteria. Confidence based learning promotes a fusion of correctness and confidence to identify the answer of learners in four quadrants. There is a definition of correctness and confidence for referencing following:

- **Correctness** is the justification of an answer, which consists of a correct answer and an incorrect answer.
- **Correct- or incorrect- answer is justified by the criteria.**
- **Confidence** is the certainty of an answer, which can be simplified the values as confidence and unconfidence.
- **Confidence- or unconfidence- of the answer is stated by learners on their answer.**

The two-dimensional assessment process was used to classify the answer into four quadrants based on the correctness and confidence simultaneously. The four quadrants of two-dimensional assessment following:

- A correct answer with confidence.
- A correct answer with unconfidence.
- An incorrect answer with confidence.
- An incorrect answer with unconfidence.

Several researchers have already proposed the scoring method based on the correctness and confidence for promoting the critical awareness and self-assessment [16]-[19], for instance, Certainty-based Marking (CBM), Confidence-based Scoring (CBS), and Certainty-Based Assessment (CBA). The correct answer that learner has a confidence can get the score more than the correct answer with unconfidence, while the learner can get some score on the incorrect answer when s/he has no confidence on the answer. Zero scores or penalty score is given to the incorrect answer with confidence. The task to identify the confidence of learners on their answer is provided to learners in various strategies such as the answering of descriptive question, True/False question, or the multiple-choice question. The different values of confidence were applied to the scoring method. For instance, the two different values of sureness consist of sure and not sure, or the three different levels of certainty consist of low, middle, and high.

#### B. Formative Assessment

A formative assessment provides an opportunity to improve learning achievements, which is different from evaluation in the form of a summative assessment. The key questions of formative assessment following: “Where are learners going?”, “Where are learners now?” and “How to close the gap?” [20]. The information through the assessment can encourage the instructor for giving the feedback to improve the learners’
understanding in a timely manner, which is the most efficient feedback [21]. The interaction based on formative information is the formative assessment key feature [22]. The gathering and assessing the learning evidence for providing the feedback are the processes of completing the formative assessment, and are also creating an opportunity for improving learning achievements concurrently. Thus, the formative assessment approach is used to monitor the learning of learners for providing ongoing feedback, which is a key for helping the learners to achieve a learning goal. The learning goal indicates the answer of “where learners are going?” question and can be used as criteria for examining the learner’s knowledge. Subsequently, the learning evidence is assessed by the criteria to identify the correctness for responding “where are learners now?” question. In other words, the correctness of the evidence can inform the learning gap based on learning goal and the evidence of learners. The remaining requirement is “how to close the gap?” question, which can be solved by feedback. The instructor’s feedback is provided in a lecture class as a group feedback for improving the understanding of learners when the instructor duels with a large number of learners. Moreover, the individual feedback is possible to provide in the proper situation such as a focused class with a small number of learners. For instance, the instructors can give the feedback as the supplementary lecture based on the overview of their class, while the different feedback can be provided to some learners individually according to each learner’s misunderstanding after finished class. Thus, the implementation of formative assessment is a completion of the formative assessment cycle following gathering and assessing learning evidence and providing the feedback. It can create a chance to improve learning achievements in every cycle.

C. Kit-Build Concept Map

Concept maps are graphical tools that are used to represent and organize knowledge [23]. A proposition is constructed by connecting two concepts via a relation with linking word for representing a unit of meaning. The propositions are a core component of measuring a map score. In education areas, concept maps strategy is utilized to represent and assess knowledge of learners in classes as the learning evidence. An instructor can gain the information of a classroom situation then give the feedback based on the information in various situations such as the using individual or group discussion can contribute self-awareness of learners [24], or the using of concept maps as a formative strategy to find discrepancies based on the criteria map before instructor gives the feedback to learners [25]. The concept map strategy is simple to use, effective, and satisfy on problem-solving in classroom situations [26], [27]. Accordingly, the concept map is an effective strategy in a classroom situation that affects achievements and interests of learners. Although the traditional lecturing contributed learning achievements and meaningful learning in the classroom situation, the concept map can significantly improve learning achievements of learners when compared with the lecturing and is also more effective than the traditional lecturing in encouraging meaningful learning [28]-[30].

The KB map is a digital tool for supporting a concept map strategy, which includes a construction tool where users can construct concept maps and an automatic concept map assessment where the system can report diagnosis results [11]. The different type of concept map is available in different tasks and different meaning, which are connected to each other to form a reasonable relationship respectively. The primary map is a goal map (Fig. 1) that an instructor builds a traditional concept map as criteria for indicating a learning goal of the class. The learning evidence is constructed by the learners from connecting provided components. The provided components are the decomposed components of the goal map as a “kit” (Fig. 2) in the form of a list of concepts and linking words. A learner can connect a linking word between two concepts to form a proposition as a unit of meaning, and then all propositions become a learner map (Fig. 3) for representing their understanding as an answer. Subsequently, the correctness of each learner map is indicated by the propositional level exact matching automatically. The correctness information is reported in the form of an individual-overlay map, an individual-difference map, and a similarity score. The individual-overlay map contains the similarity score and modified visualization of learner map where the displaying of the line connection of the correct proposition is different from the incorrect proposition. The individual-difference map is a visualizing only the mistake of learners in the form of three types of error link, and the linking word of correct propositions are disappeared in this map.
The three types of error link consist of excessive links, leaving links, and lacking links. The link that is used to connect two concepts in learner map but at least one concept which is different from the goal map is called excessive link. The link that is not connected to any concept is called leaving link. The lacking links are used to call the link that is in the goal map but does not exist in the learner map, which the lacking link is the correcting of the excessive link or the leaving link. These are the individual-diagnosis results of the KB map.

Moreover, the advantage of the KB map is group-diagnosis results [31], [32]. A significant component of the KB map is the “kit” which is provided to all learners for constructing learner maps. Thus, all of the learner maps are constructed based on the same components, and overlaying all of the learner maps can be formed as the group-diagnosis results. The group map (Fig. 4) presents the overview of learners’ understanding by visualizing the difference of line weight and tagged the number of learners according to the constructors of each proposition.

In the group-goal difference map, the concepts will be located as same as the concepts in the goal map and only relations of mismatch propositions are visualized. The group-difference map visualizes three types of error link as same as the individual-goal difference map. The excessive link is represented in the form of the solid line which the link is connected with two concepts. It can identify the relations that learners confused or misunderstood, and the tagged number presents the number of learners who constructed the link. The leaving link is also represented in the form of the solid line which the link is not connected with any concept, and indicates that the learners do not understand the linking word. The tagged number means the number of learners who do not use the link to connect with any concept. The dashed line represents the lacking link which is an error correction for displaying the correcting information of excessive- and leaving-links. The tagged number of lacking link is the total number of excessive link and leaving link, which related to the weight of line. The more tagged number in each relation will represent with a thicker line. For instance, an example of a group-goal difference map is shown in Fig. 5. “Melting (3)” dashed line is the lacking link while “Melting (2)” solid line is the excessive link, and “Melting (1)” solid line is the leaving link.

In addition, a filtering function of the Kit-Build analyzer can provide more efficient investigation by adjusting the intensity of three types of error link. The filtering function of group-diagnosis results is more explicit with the line weight, which a filtering tool can help the instructor filter out a few error links and keep the big number of error links. A thickness line and a number in parenthesis refer to the number of learners who connect those links. The link of each proposition is available for clicking to discover the learners who are the constructor of the link. Hence, the learner maps will be evaluated through the propositional level exact matching methodology that is the procedure for reporting individual-diagnosis results. The system can provide the additional procedure for reporting the group-diagnosis results at the same time.

Providing the components of the concept map is a kind of “closed-end” approach which is a realizing the automatic diagnosis of the concept map built by a learner [33]. The learner maps of the KB map are composed of the same components with the goal map. Thus, it is possible to detect the difference between them in the form of the diagnosis results. The learners are able to make a map in the limitation of providing parts, which is different from the traditional concept maps where learners can create concept map components by themselves. Therefore, the learners deal with only recall and understanding level in Bloom’s taxonomy [34]. The KB map can utilize in the aspect of confirming the understanding between the instructor and learners in classroom situations with the benefit of the automatic assessment for implementing formative assessment. In addition, the related studies presented the contribution of the KB map on learning effect [35]-[38]. The contribution of the KB map framework has been researched in reading comprehension topic where a direct interaction between the digital tool and learners has been examined. The results show that the KB map can help the learners to retain and recall the information for the longer period of time. The provided components illustrate the effective towards memory as same as the traditional concept map when the learning materials have the clear structure. The arrangement of the KB map on formative assessment also illustrates that an instructor used the suggestion of the diagnosis results for improving learning achievements [12]-[14].

For identifying the degree of learner’s understanding, the confidence identification of learners is the necessary task to indicate their confidence on each unit of meaning. The confidence tagging is utilized to facilitate the gathering of confidence information. The learners can indicate the degree of their understanding on the learner maps, and the diagnosis results also can inform the degree of the learners’ understanding to the instructor. Thus, the KB map with confidence tagging was developed to gather and assess the learning evidence for visualizing both learner’s understanding and the degree of learners’ understanding.

III. METHODOLOGY

A. Kit-Build Concept Map with Confidence Tagging

For gathering learning evidence and identifying the degree of learner’s understanding, the KB map with confidence
tagging was developed for eliciting learning evidence, and associating the correctness and confidence information. In this study, the KB map is reinforced by uniting with the confidence tagging, which is a mechanism for representing learner’s understanding on lecture content, and identifying learner’s confidence on each proposition of a learner map. The confidence tagging is integrated into the structuring task where the learner constructs a learner map, and a tagging tool (Fig. 6) appears when two concepts and a linking word are connected as a completed proposition. Learners are required to identify their confidence by selecting “sure” or “not sure” on each completed proposition. It is also expected that the tagging task promotes learners to reconsider about their proposition again. The confidence values include “sure” for stating the certainty on the proposition, and “not sure” for indicating unconfidence on the proposition and the system allows the learners to change the values freely. If the learners disconnected the link of the completed proposition, the confidence tagging tool of the link would be disappeared, and the confidence value is reset then. The learners have to identify the confidence value again even they constructed the same proposition after disconnecting. Accordingly, the structuring task of learners can gather the answer of learners and confidence on their answer. Through this task, the system is able to gather the correctness and confidence information of each proposition in all learner maps, and then, the results of the diagnosis about the correctness and confidence are visualized at the same time.

Fig. 7 shows an example of individual-overlay map and Fig. 8 shows an example of a group-difference map, where the correctness and confidence information are reported to the instructor. An additional visualization is a confidence badge. The badge is added into the linking word to indicate the confidence of learners on the link. For instance, a dark tone badge on the dashed line illustrates the incorrect answer with confidence in the individual-overlay map (Fig. 7) of individual-diagnosis results, while a light tone badge on the solid line represents the correct answer with unconfidence.

Fig. 6. An example of a learner map with confidence tagging.

Fig. 7. An example of an individual-goal overlay map.

On the other hand, the mismatch propositions are visualized in group-goal difference map (Fig. 9) of group-diagnosis results where the excessive link indicates the incorrect answer and the lacking link represents the correcting information. A dark tone badge on the solid line illustrates the excessive link with confidence, while a light tone badge on the solid line represents the excessive link with unconfidence. The group-diagnosis results has more details about the confidence information, which the color tone of the badge is varied accordingly to the number of learners who have confidence against unconfidence on the same proposition. For instance, the darkest tone badge has appeared on the link that all of the constructors pressed on “sure” value. A middle tone badge has appeared on the link that the number of “sure” and “not sure” values are equal. The lightest tone badge appeared on the link that no one “sure” on the link. Another indicator is a tagged number of confidence information on the right-hand side of the badge. The colon is punctuation mark for separating the number of learners. The number of learners who pressed on “sure” is displayed on the left-hand side of the mark, while the right-hand side number displays the number of learners who press on “not sure.” Fig. 9 shows an example of a group-difference map, where the correctness and confidence information are visualized.

B. Practical Uses of Kit-Build Concept Map in Lecture Class

The practical uses of the KB map with confidence tagging are an implementation of formative assessment in lecture class for investigating the encouragement of the correctness and confidence information. The instructors can recognize the current learning situation for selecting and ordering the content of supplementary lecture through the analyzer of the KB map with confidence tagging. The participants are three instructors from three different schools, and learners from three different elementary schools who study in the fourth-, fifth-, and sixth-grade. The instructor of fourth grade conducted one practical use, the instructor of fifth grade conducted two practical uses, and the instructor of sixth grade also conducted two practical uses. Ten basic science classes of five paired class are separated into five control classes and five experiment classes. The arrangement of the KB map on formative assessment was used in the practical uses of this study following [14]: the first step is the general scenario of the lecture class, the instructors
created lecture contents and then constructed a goal map for indicating a learning goal of the class. The next step is to give the lecture to learners in a class period. During the lecture, the instructor checks the learner’s understanding by requesting learners to construct learner maps and identify their confidence. Then, the diagnosis results are provided to the instructor immediately for informing about current understanding of learners. These steps are gathering and assessing the evidence of learners. The fifth step is to provide intra-class feedback during the class period, which requires an instant practical information for capturing an overall understanding of class. This requirement is responded by the group-diagnosis results that include the group map which can inform the common understanding, and the group-goal difference map which can inform the common misunderstanding of class in one map. Even the inter-class feedback of the sixth step was ignored in the practical uses of this study; we have an additional short discussion session with the instructors after finished classes for summarizing the classroom situation. Fig. 10 illustrates the arrangement of the KB map on formative assessment in a classroom situation.

The supplementary lecture is a feedback of the instructors in the lecture class, which a supplementary content should correspond with the misunderstanding of learners. Even the diagnosis results can identify the understanding and the misunderstanding of learners, the instructor still remains to be the most influential of the class who select the content of the supplementary lecture to raise the understanding of learners as a fulfilling the gaps. The valuable of correctness and confidence information investigation focusses on the behavior of instructors in selecting and ordering the supplementary lecture when the instructor received the different diagnosis results. The correctness information is also available in the control group, while both the correctness and confidence information are available only in the experiment group. The excessive links of the group-goal difference map present the correctness information, indicate an overview of the incorrect answers, and represent the misunderstanding of learners. The number of excessive links was generally used to order the content of the supplementary lecture. The location of each excessive link was also used for ordering the excessive links that have an equal amount of the constructors (unordering of correctness information). Hence, an assumption of the control group is that the instructor selects the excessive links to provide the supplementary lecture following the correctness information and the location of visualization. The group-diagnosis results arrange the location of concepts and lacking links at the same location with the goal map’s location. An alignment of each excessive link location is central between two connected concepts. The Z-pattern layout is the route of the instructor’s eye traveling when they used the location for selecting the proposition in unordering of correctness information. The direction to select the content follows the shape of the letter Z as left to right, top to bottom of visualization screen. It can be used with a hierarchy of concept map that the components are ordered the most important from top to bottom. It can help the instructor to remember the selected- and unselected- excessive links even in the unstructured concept maps. We call this way to provide supplementary instruction as “basic strategy” in this paper.

Fig. 10. The arrangement of the KB map on formative assessment.

On the other hand, because the correctness and confidence information are provided in the experiment group, it is assumed that the ordering of supplementary content is different from the ordering of the basic strategy. The difference between the basic strategy and the actual ordering in the practical uses in the experiment group demonstrate the effect of confidence information.

C. Description of Procedure

The KB map with confidence tagging was utilized in ten science classes. All of the learners were requested to construct the learner map and tagging the confidence two times in each class. The first constructing was requested at the middle of class after the instructor lectured the content, and the second constructing was requested after the instructor gave the supplementary lecture at the end of class. On the other hand, the different diagnosis results were provided to the instructors for investigating the behavior. A paired class consists of a control class where only the correctness information was visualized and an experiment class where the correctness and confidence information were visualized. Three instructors from three different elementary schools are the participants of the practical uses. An instructor A is the lecturer of fourth-grade who conducted one parried class. An instructor B is the lecturer of fifth-grade that conducted two paired classes, and an instructor C is the sixth-grade lecturer who conducted two paired classes. The instructor lectures the same content in both control- and experiment- classes of each paired class. Fig. 11 displays the practical flow of the paired class to distinguish the different diagnosis results between control- and experiment- group. The correctness information was visualized in both classrooms. The confidence information was blinded as the diagnosis results without confidence in the control classes, while the confidence information was visualized as the diagnosis results with confidence in the experiment classes.

Accordingly, there are no different activities in the learner role, while different information visualizing is the different factor of the instructor role. The different behavior of the same instructor should be observed in each paired class, which is the basic assumption to indicate the relation between the instructor’s behavior and the confidence information. The same content of lecturing was conducted with the same instructor, but the supplementary lecturing may be different based on the provided information. The instructor will use the confidence information of learners when s/he accepted the information as the valuable information. In contrast, the behavior of the instructor in the experiment class has a possibility to behave as same as in the control class, even the confidence information was visualized.
The primary investigation is about how is the different behavior of the instructors when the system provided the confidence information of their learners. From the assumption, the instructor will use the confidence information for selecting and ordering supplementary content. The gathered evidence of the instructor’s behavior consisted of the order of supplementary content in each class, the discussion session at the end of class, and an information evaluation session of the instructor’s questionnaire. “What is an effect of the different behavior of the instructor?” is analyzed to be three values which contain a normalized learning gain, a discrimination value, and a hit rate. The normalized learning gain of each group was referred to describe the effectiveness of the different behavior of the instructor. The discrimination value illustrates the recognition of the different understanding based on correctness and confidence information. The discrimination value presents how learners have the confidence on the correct proposition and have no confidence on the incorrect proposition. The hit rate focuses only on the correct proposition that learners have confidence. Lastly, the questionnaire was conducted to assess the satisfaction of the KB map with confidence tagging in the aspect of both the learners and the instructors when it was utilized in the classroom situation.

IV. RESULTS

A. Different Behavior of the Same Instructor

The investigation of the control group is a comparison of excessive links ordering between basic strategy and the actual ordering of each control class, which the assumption is a perfect similarity between the basic strategy and the actual ordering of the class. Fig. 12 shows the goal map of the first paired class. Fig. 13 shows a part of diagnosis results of the control class in the first paired class where the instructor used the filtering function to screen out some excessive links that have the number of the constructor less than three. An observed evidence is the ordering of supplementary content based on the diagnosis results of the class. The first selected excessive link was “composed of 25%,” and supplementary content mentioned to “Water” and “Air” which the action indicates that the most number of excessive links was selected for providing the feedback. The second selected excessive link was “composed of 45%”. These selected excessive links can be ordered by using the correctness information, while the remaining excessive links have the same tagged number as in ordering of correctness information. The supplementary lecture mentioned to “Water” again with the explanation of “composed of 5%” and the content of “Organic.” Thus, the third selected excessive link was “composed of 5%” on the left-hand side. Then the “composed of 5%” was mentioned with the content of “Organic” again with “Inorganic” content. Hence, the fourth selected excessive link was “composed of 5%” on the right-hand side. The third- and fourth-selected excessive links demonstrate that the location visualization can help the instructor to select the excessive links in unordered of correctness information. Accordingly, the actual ordering of the instructor is the same ordering of basic strategy. The similarity value between basic strategy and actual ordering of the class is 100%. The perfect similarity value illustrates that the instructor used the correctness information and location visualization for ordering feedback, and there are no other factors in this ordering process.

![Fig. 12. The goal map of the first paired class.](image)

![Fig. 13. The group-goal difference map of the control class in the first paired class.](image)

Table I displays the similarity values between the basic strategy and actual ordering of five paired classes. In the control group, all of five control classes can get the perfect similarity value that represents that the instructors used the basic strategy for ordering the supplementary content where the correctness information was provided.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lecturer</th>
<th>Grade of learners</th>
<th>Paired class</th>
<th>Percentage of similarity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Control class</td>
<td>Experimen t class</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instructor A</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1&lt;sup&gt;st&lt;/sup&gt; paired</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instructor B</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2&lt;sup&gt;nd&lt;/sup&gt; paired</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instructor C</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3&lt;sup&gt;rd&lt;/sup&gt; paired</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instructor C</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4&lt;sup&gt;th&lt;/sup&gt; paired</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instructor C</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5&lt;sup&gt;th&lt;/sup&gt; paired</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
On the other hand, the different order of supplementary content was found in the experiment group where the system provided the correctness and confidence information to the instructor. Imperfect similarity values were found in three of five experiment classes, which indicate the different behavior of the instructors in selecting and ordering the supplementary content.

B. How the Instructors used the Information of the Diagnosis Results

The different behavior of the same instructor was found when the system provided the different information, and the confidence information has the possibility to encourage the different behavior of the instructor. This section summarizes how the instructors used the diagnosis results from the short discussion sessions with the instructors after finished classes and the evaluation session from the questionnaire of the instructors. The summary mentions the importance of each information in the diagnosis results, which consist of correctness, confidence information, and location visualization. The instructors commented that the correctness is only one learning evidence in the control group and they focused on the correctness information from the diagnosis results firstly, while the location visualization can help them to point out selected- and remain- excessive links. On the other hand, two learning evidences are provided in the experiment group. The correctness information is still the most important information, and confidence information becomes valuable information as the second priority, then the last priority is visualization location. The result of questionnaire also presents the order of information, which the instructors tried to pay attention to the incorrect proposition first and then looked for its tagged number of confidence information. The incorrect with confidence is the most crucial type of proposition that the all of the instructors want to provide the feedback for this proposition type before the others. Besides, even the strategy of ordering between the control- and experiment- group is different because the different behavior of the instructor on the different diagnosis results, the ordering of the first- and fourth- classes of both groups are the same order with basic strategy as shown in Table I.

Fig. 14 shows an example of the group-goal difference map layout that visualize the group-goal difference map in blinded concept label and linking words for investigating the ordering of the experiment group where the system provides both correctness and confidence information to the instructor. The correctness information is visualized in the form of the number of excessive links for indicating the misunderstanding of learners. The most number of the excessive link is displayed as “Link O (7)” for informing seven learners who connected “Concept A” and “Concept C” with the “Link O.” Thus, the first selected excessive link was selected by using only the correctness information. However, only the correctness information cannot suggest the next selected excessive link because there are six candidates that are possible to be the second selected excessive link. The confidence information is visualized for informing how many learners have the confidence and unconfidence on each excessive link. The tagged number of confidence information on six candidates suggests that three of three confidences on two excessive links, and two of three confidences on four remaining excessive links. Subsequently, the supplementary lecture mentions to “Link N” with the error explanation, which is according to the “Concept A” and the “Concept D,” and then still keep an attention on the “Link N” again but the error explanation is according to the “Concept C” and “Concept D”. The order of supplementary content demonstrates that the confidence information was used for selecting these selected excessive links. The second selected excessive link is the upper “Link N (3) 3:0”, and the third selected excessive link is the lower “Link N (3) 3:0”. Hence, the order also demonstrates the location visualization was used for ordering when the correctness and confidence information have an equal amount.

Table II displays the used information of ordering process which can represent the amount of time that the instructor used each information. The instructor tended to incorporate the confidence information with the correctness information and location visualization. Thus, we define “CCL” strategy as the ordering supplementary content based on correctness, confidence information, and location visualization respectively. Moreover, there is the possibility, that the instructor used different strategy but both strategies can produce the same order of supplementary content. For instance, the ordering of selected excessive links in the first experiment class was ordered by using five times of correctness and two times of confidence based on CCL strategy. The same ordering can be produced from the basic strategy.

C. Normalized Learning Gain and Effect Size

The same instructor and the same lecture content are lecturing in each paired class, while the different feedbacks produced the different intervention between the control- and experiment classes. The investigation of normalized learning gains and effect size are presented in this section, and an assumption is the different behavior based on different use strategy affects learning achievements. That means the confidence information effects to the behavior of the instructor, and then the different feedback also effects to the understanding of learners. The normalized learning gain (g) is used to represent the effectiveness of the educational intervention [39]. The first learner map was constructed after the instructor gave the lecture (Formative map) and the second learner map was constructed after the instructor gave the supplementary lecture (Final map), which correspond to the arrangement of the KB map on the formative assessment. The learner map scores and the normalized learning gain of each learner can be calculated following:

\[
\text{Map score} = \frac{\text{Correct propositions in learner map}}{\text{The number of propositions in the goal map}}
\]

(1)

\[
g = \frac{\text{Final map score} - \text{Formative map score}}{1 - \text{Formative map score}}
\]

(2)

Correspondingly, the gain of averages (< g >) was used to indicate the normalized learning gain of class that can be classified into three regions of g for substantial using following “Low” when (< g >) less than 0.3, “Medium” when (< g >) from 0.3 to 0.7, and “High” when (< g >) more than 0.7 [39].
Fig. 14. The layout of the group-goal difference map of the experiment class in the third paired class.

TABLE II. THE INFORMATION USED OF ORDERING IN THE EXPERIMENT GROUP BASED ON CCL STRATEGY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classroom</th>
<th>Selected excessive links</th>
<th>The number of used time information</th>
<th>Percentage of similarity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Correctness</td>
<td>Confidence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st experiment class</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd experiment class</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd experiment class</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4th experiment class</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5th experiment class</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The similarity values of selected excessive links ordering between the basic strategy and CCL strategy.

Table III presents the gain of averages and its region of each class. Four experiment classes out of five got better the normalized learning gains than their paired control classes. Especially in the fourth- and fifth- paired classes, there were significant differences in normalized learning gains between experiment class and control class.

Moreover, regarding effect size (Cohen’s d) as difference of normalized learning gains between control class and experiment class, they are “large” in the 3rd and 5th paired classes and they are “medium” in the 4th one. There results suggest that the experiment classes were better for learning than control classes.

D. Discrimination of the Understanding

The discrimination value (d_r) represents the recognition of the difference between what they know and what they do not know [1]. The value is measured based on a proportion of the confident correct proportion and the unconfident incorrect proposition against all of the complete propositions in the learner map. The perfect score indicates the learners are able to discriminate according to an appropriate confidence, which implies the learner has confidence on all of the correct understanding and has no confidence on the misunderstanding.

$$d_r = \frac{\text{Correct with confidence} + \text{Incorrect with unconfidence}}{\text{The number of complete propositions in the learner map}}$$

TABLE III. NORMALIZED LEARNING GAIN OF CLASS AND EFFECT SIZE OF EACH PAIRED CLASS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Paired class</th>
<th>Type of class</th>
<th>Number of learners</th>
<th>$&lt;g&gt;$</th>
<th>S.D.</th>
<th>Region of $g$</th>
<th>$d$</th>
<th>p-value$^a$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st paired class</td>
<td>Control class</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.5570</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Experiment class</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd paired class</td>
<td>Control class</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>0.13$^b$</td>
<td>0.2660</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Experiment class</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>High</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd paired class</td>
<td>Control class</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.3019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Experiment class</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>High</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4th paired class</td>
<td>Control class</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.0389$^c$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Experiment class</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5th paired class</td>
<td>Control class</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>1.49</td>
<td>0.0003$^c$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Experiment class</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>High</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$ The p-value of $g$ between control- and experiment- class of each paired class.

$^b$ The value presents [d] when the control class has the $<g>$ more than the experiment class, which produces a negative value of d.

$^c$ Statistically significant difference
Table IV shows the discrimination value of learners and the significant difference between the control group and the experiment group. There was no significant difference between the formative map of the control- and experiment- group ($p=0.794$), which means that the learners have an ability to discriminate about their knowledge not much different after lecturing. The feedback of instructors improved discrimination of learners in both groups significantly ($p<0.01$). Then, there was a significant difference of final map between the control- and experiment- group ($p<0.01$). These results suggest that the correctness and confidence based feedback can improve the discrimination of their confidence on their understanding better than the correctness based feedback.

### E. Certainty of the Understanding

The confidence on the incorrect proposition is the worst situation that the instructors attempt to correct those misunderstanding by providing the supplementary lecture based the diagnosis results. On the other hand, the confidence on the correct proposition is the best situation for representing the certainty of the understanding. The hit rate ($HR$) represents consistency with the interpretation that if a correct response is covertly selected, then its execution helps the learner to confirm its correctness [1]. The value is measured based on a proportion of the number of correct propositions against the number of correct propositions in the learner map.

$$HR = \frac{\text{Correct proposition with confidence}}{\text{The number of correct propositions in the learner map}}$$

Table V shows the hit rate and the significant difference between two learner maps of two groups. There was no significant different between control- and experiment- group ($p=0.1976$) that means learners have not much different confidence on the correct answers after lecturing. Then the feedback of instructors can improve confidence on the correct answers in both groups significantly ($p<0.01$). There was also a significant difference of final map between the control- and experiment- group ($p<0.05$), which suggests that the correctness and confidence based feedback can improve the certainty of the understanding better than the correctness based feedback.

### F. Changing of Proposition based on the Confidence

For more emphasis on the confidence of learners, Table VI shows a possibility of proposition changing based on the confidence information from the formative map to the final map. The analysis of change of proposition type presents that the propositions with unconfidence are easier to change than the propositions with confidence. Particularly, the changing of unconfidence propositions to confident correct propositions of experiment group is 80.30%, while 69.60% unconfidence propositions of the control group are changed to confident correct propositions. The proposition changing suggests that the correctness and confidence based feedback can help the learners to improve their understanding and get more confidence better than the correctness based feedback.

### G. Results of the Questionnaire

The questionnaire was conducted to the learners who participated in the practical uses, which content of the questionnaire contains three sessions following the overview of the KB map with confidence tagging, emphasizing on the effect of confidence tagging, and the effect of instructor’s feedback. Fig. 15 displays a part of the questionnaire of learners. The positive evaluations received from the learners by the questionnaire. Such as the first questions, 60.70% of learners “strongly agree” enjoy constructing the learner map and tagging of the confidence. 51.26% “strongly agree” and 29.14% “agree” are the results of the second question about constructing the map and tagging confidence are useful for expressing the understanding of lecture content. The confidence tagging as an additional task did not disturb the learners in the structuring task, which 34.67% and 31.66% “strongly agree” and “agree” on they feel free to tagging their confidence respectively as the results of the fourth question. Finally, the results of seventh- and eighth- questions have more than fifty percent on “strongly agree” that the instructor’s feedback in the form of the supplementary lecture can help learners to get more understanding and get more confidence. The results of learner’s questionnaire illustrate the satisfaction of learners that suggests that the learners accepted the mechanism of the KB map with confidence tagging.

The questionnaire of the instructor was also conducted for investigating the aspect of the instructors when the KB map was utilized in their lecture classes. Fig. 16 displays a part of the instructor’s questionnaire. The results of the questionnaire demonstrate the positive satisfaction of the instructors.
The goal map creating can help the instructors to express
the lecture content, and indicate the learning goal as the result of the first question. The results from the second- to sixth-
questions present that all instructors gave “strongly agree” to
the diagnosis results, which are useful information for
visualizing the current learning situation, identifying the
critical misunderstanding of learners, until selecting and
ordering the supplementary content. Moreover, the instructors
also strongly agreed on the eighth question that their learners
enjoyed with the mechanism which formed the positive
environment for the learning situation.

V. DISCUSSION

In this study, we present the encouragement of correctness
and confidence information with the KB map with confidence
tagging for selecting and ordering the supplementary content as
the feedback of the instructors in the lecture classes. The KB
map creates an opportunity for an instructor to assess a current
learning situation, which the instructor can give the feedback to
learners for improving learning achievements in the class
period. The different behavior of the instructors was observed
when the system provided only the correctness information in
the control group, while the correctness and confidence
information were provided in the experiment group. The
ordering of the supplementary content demonstrates how the
instructor used the correctness, confidence information, and
location visualization.

The observed evidence of the practical uses can represent
the relation between the instructor’s behavior and the
confidence information of learners. The instructors did not only
use the confidence information in selecting and ordering the
supplementary content, but we also found the mentioning to
the confidence of learners on some selected excessive links in
the supplementary lecture of the experiment group when the
instructor received the confidence information. Correspondingly, the relation of instructor’s behavior and
learning evidence suggests that the different behavior of the
instructors is positive changing to improve the learning
achievements and also improve the confidence of learners. The
normalized learning gain of class (\(< g >\)) and effect size
(Cohen’s \(d\)) illustrate that the correctness and confidence based
feedback of the experiment group is more effective than the
only correctness based feedback of the control group. The
discrimination value \(d_F\) demonstrates that the learners of
experiment group can discriminate the different understanding
based on correctness and confidence better than the learners of
control group significantly. Similarly, the hit rate \(HR\) shows
that the learners of experiment group have an ability to
represents consistency with the interpretation better than the learners of control group significantly. These results of the practical uses suggest that the confidence information of learners affects the instructor’s behavior and then the different behavior of the instructor effects to the learning achievements continuously. In addition, the results of questionnaire present the positive satisfaction of both instructors and learners when the KB map with confidence tagging was utilized in the lecture classes. The learners accepted the mechanism for representing their understanding and their confidence. The instructors accepted that the confidence information of learners is valuable information for recognizing the learning situation. Nevertheless, the content details of the supplementary lecture were not investigated in this experiment such as what kind of feedback was designed from only correctness, or correctness and confidence information.

VI. CONCLUSION

Even the correctness assessment can determine the knowledge of learners, the quality of that knowledge cannot be identified by using only the correctness information. We propose the KB map with confidence tagging that can provide the mechanism to learners for representing their understanding and identifying their confidence on their understanding. The learner map and confidence of each proposition are the learning evidence, which the learner map can represent the understanding of learners in the lecture content and the confidence tagging promotes them to reconsider their propositions again. The system facilitates learners to create learning evidence in a class period and identify the current learning situation through diagnosis results immediately. Subsequently, the learning evidence of learners affects the instructor behavior directly when they accepted the information as a valuable information. The supplementary lecture based on the correctness and confidence information is utilized as evidence-based feedback of the instructor, which is a key of formative assessment to improve learning achievements in the classroom situations.

Moreover, the different behavior of the same instructor illustrates the utilizing of the confidence information on the supplementary lecture that can demonstrate that the instructor accepted the confidence information as the valuable information. The confidence information can encourage the strategy for selecting and ordering the supplementary content. The results of the practical uses suggest that the different feedback of the instructor is important through normalized learning gains and effect size, which the correctness and confidence based feedback can improve the learning achievements and confidence of learners concurrently.

For the future work, the individual feedback will be focused based on the current ability of the KB map with confidence tagging. Even the instructor can improve the learners understanding, some propositions are disregarded such as the correct proposition with unconfidence. Consequently, we aim to direct to all learners and support all their propositions via the KB map with confidence tagging for improving the learning achievements in the form of system feedback.
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